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ABSTRACT 

In the present context, it cannot be denied than climate change is transforming precipitation events so they are each time 
more and more extreme. Society demands effective awareness towards natural hazards in order to avoid its severe 
consequences. Early-warning and monitoring systems must be a key tool to prevent personal and economic losses.  

Computer advances in the management of large amounts of data and hydraulic modelling have enabled the implementation 
of the first real-time hydrological forecasting systems. On this paper, technical features, input data, performances, 
advantages and obstacles to operation of different systems are described. A turning point on flood management and 
forecasting, analogous to recent developments in weather prediction might be just around the corner. 

Keywords: risk management, decision support system, real-time modelling, data-assimilation, flood.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Floods are one of the most threatening natural hazards for human societies. This is evident from the increased damage 
occurred in the last 50 years due to extreme floods episodes. However, absolute protection is as unachievable as 
unsustainable, because of its high costs and inherent uncertainties. Instead, risk management has been recommended as 
being more suitable, and this paradigm within flood research has received growing attention since the beginning of the 
present century. Some examples are in middle Europe (river Elbe) by Schanze, J. (2002), (Rhine and Meuse rivers) by 
Hooijer et al. (2004), England and Wales by Hall et al. (2003), or Netherlands by Baan, P. et al. (2004). Furthermore, currently 
environmental and regional policies in many countries are starting to shift from flood protection to flood risk management 
(e.g. Budapest Initiative 2002, EU 2004).  

At the same time, advances in numerical weather predictions, computer simulations and hardware have materialised real-
time operation of river catchments, storm water, and wastewater systems. These have become the basis of several flood-
related warning systems, enabling the detection of hazardous events with sufficient lead-time to prepare effective emergency 
and response plans (Alfieri, L. et al., 2012). 

Model calibration, however, cannot either be neglected. Data assimilation techniques applied to hydrologic modelling are 
expected to be very promising but are also relatively new, and there is a lack of easy guidance in the hydrologic literature 
on how to choose and implement a suitable data assimilation procedure. 

When setting an early-warning real-time catchment system, there are two possible choices: either use one of the commercial 
software solutions available, or deploy a customised system. In any case, it must always include the four necessary pieces 
of any early warning system (as described by Basher et al., 2006): (i) risk knowledge, (ii) monitoring and warning service, 
(iii) dissemination and communication and (iv) response capability.  

2. SOME DEFINITIONS 

2.1 Decision Support Systems (DSSs) 
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A properly designed DSS is an interactive software-based system intended to help decision makers compile useful 
information from a combination of raw data, documents, and models, to identify, solve problems and make decisions. 

DSSs serve the management, operations, and planning levels of an organization and help people make decisions about 
problems that may be rapidly changing and not easily specified in advance, like unstructured and semi-structured decision 
problems. DSSs can be either fully computerized, human-powered or a combination of both (Keen, P., 1980). 

DSSs tend to be aimed at the less well structured, underspecified problems that upper level managers typically face, aiming 
to combine the use of models or analytic techniques with traditional data access and retrieval functions. Should also focus 
on features which make them easy to use by non-computer-proficient people in an interactive mode and emphasize flexibility 
and adaptability to accommodate changes in the environment and the decision making approach of the user (Sprague, R., 
1980). 

 
Figure 1. Decision Support Systems at a glance. 

2.2 Real-Time Systems (RTSs) 

RTSs have been long discussed since the second half of 20th century. Inside the computer science frame, real-time 
processing describes hardware and software systems bounded to a real-time constraint, regarding from the event 
occurrence to system response (Ben-Ari, M., 1990). Real-time programs must ensure feedback within specified time 
limitations, often referred to as deadline or time zero. A system not specified as real time operated cannot usually guarantee 
a response within any timeframe. 

Related to the above, real-time systems have been described by Martin, J. (1965) as capable of controlling an environment 
by receiving and processing data, and sending back results sufficiently quickly to affect it at that time. The term real-time is 
also used in simulations meaning that the model clock runs at the same speed as a real clock, and in process control and 
enterprise systems would be equal to without significant delay. 

Therefore, a system would be real-time if the total correctness of an operation depends not only upon its logical precision, 
but also upon the time in which it is performed (Shin, K.G.et al., 1994) 

Real-time systems, as well as their time frames, can be classified by the consequence of missing a deadline (according to 
Rammig, F et al., 2009) as: 

● Hard – missing a deadline is a total system failure. 
● Firm – infrequent deadline misses are tolerable, but may degrade the system's quality of service. The usefulness of a 

result is zero after its deadline. 
● Soft – the usefulness of a result degrades after its deadline, thereby degrading the system's quality of service. 

2.3 Early-Warning Systems (EWSs) 

The expression early warning is used in many fields to mean the provision of information on an emerging dangerous 
circumstance where that knowledge can enable action in advance to reduce the risks involved. Early warning systems can 
therefore exist for natural geophysical and biological hazards, as well as for any other emergencies (Basher, R., 2006). 

Therefore, the concerns of early warning researchers and practitioners span natural and social sciences, as well as 
theoretical and practical matters (Zschau & Küppers 2002; EWC II 2004). To be effective and complete, an early warning 
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system needs to comprise four interacting elements (ISDR-PPEW 2005), as shown in Figure 1. While this set of four 
components appears to have a logical sequence, in fact each of them has direct two-way linkages and interactions with any 
of the others. 

 
Figure 1. The four elements of systematic people-centred early warning systems (Basher, R., 2006). 

2.4 Hydrology Monitoring 

Typically, hydrological methods and equipment measure the movement of water over a catchment. These schemes are 
used to characterize a water body in a bigger environmental scope. Hydrological monitoring gauges values and changes in: 

● Groundwater, infiltration and retention. 
● Sediment transport and deposition. 
● Flow, velocity and depth of stream flows. 
● Waves, tides and currents. 
Whether a project consists of level and discharge readings, or studying ocean currents, hydrology monitoring focuses on 
water quantity and movement as whole, rather than the internal properties of a particular body of water. 

2.5 Floods 

Floods can be defined as a temporary covering of land by water outside its normal confines (Munich Re, 1997). Flooding is 
a natural and recurring event for a river or water body, as streams will equal or exceed its mean annual flood once every 2 
to 3 years. This is just a statement of mean annual maximum floods series occurrence frequency (Leopold et al., 1964). 

3. BACKGROUND 

3.1 Increasing hazard risk 

There is an increasing trend in the past decades on the total number of natural hazards throughout Europe, which have 
affected millions of people and expanded economic losses. Such rise has mostly been associated with societal changes, 
rather than human-induced climatic changes (Barredo, J.I., 2009.). Yet, it can be expected that extreme weather events, 
ultimate cause of most of the natural disasters, will follow climate change trend (Easterling et al., 2000; Morss et al., 2011). 

 
Figure 2. Global water-related disasters in the world in the last 60 years. Mean yearly number of people affected per decade (stacked bars) 
and comparison with global population, including trend for the future 40 years (CRED, 2011; European Environment Agency, 2010)  
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Rising human and economic impacts of natural hazards have prompted the European Commission to develop legal bases 
such as the Water Framework Directive 2000/ 60/EC (2000) and the Floods Directive 2007/60/EC (2007), to increase 
prevention, preparedness, protection and response to such events and to promote research and acceptance of risk 
prevention measures. A key element of a complete approach to natural hazards risk management is the set-up of EWSs. 

3.2 Advantages of risk prevention 

Recent studies have illustrated that EWSs can have significant benefits exceeding their development and maintenance cost 
(Rogers and Tsirkunov, 2011; Teisberg and Weiher, 2009). It is important to raise the awareness towards the capabilities of 
this kind of systems for water-related natural hazards and, at the same time, contribute to the development of a culture of 
risk prevention rather than relying on post-disaster response and recovery.  

EWSs are essential features of Civil Protection and are commonly recognized as a vital risk prevention tool (European 
Commission DG Environment, 2004, 2008) and when aimed towards flood risk management, must include these elements: 

1. Prevention: avoiding flood damage caused new developments in present and future flood-prone areas, and by 
promoting appropriate land-use, agricultural and forestry practices;  

2. Protection: taking measures, both structural and non-structural, to reduce the likelihood of floods and/or the impact 
of floods in a specific location;  

3. Preparedness: informing the population about flood risks and what to do in the event of a flood;  

4. Emergency response: developing emergency response plans in the case of a flood;  

5. Recovery and lessons learned: returning to normal conditions as soon as possible and mitigating both the social 
and economic impacts on the affected population.  

3.3 Political and legal drivers 

There is some great diversity of legal framework for risk management and reduction of natural hazards within the European 
Union. Whereas countries which have frequently been exposed to natural hazards often have well developed management 
plans and the institutional capacity to ease the impact of natural catastrophes, others are just at preliminary stages of building 
up their response capacity. As an essential feature of Civil Protection, EWSs should ideally be embedded in the integrated 
disaster cycle (e.g., European Commission, 2009), raising the awareness that an integrated approach should be used in 
response to disasters. Case studies have shown that national policy bases that include early disaster management are 
mostly originated from external policy requirements, such as European Commission directives and/or international initiatives 
(European Commission DG Environment, 2008). Those external strategy requirements are in turn often in response to global 
climate change or large scale natural hazards as is the case of the Flood Directive (FD, European Commission, 2007). 

Following the major flooding episodes that occurred in Europe in the last decades, the European Commission promoted the 
compilation of a new directive for flood prevention and mitigation to achieve a uniform level of protection for all citizens within 
the European Union. The FD prompted Member States to review their current flood risk management in a three-step 
approach, to be coordinated with the Water Framework Directive (WFD, European Commission, 2000) implementation cycle. 
It is focused on all kinds of floods, including rivers, lakes, flash floods, urban floods, coastal floods, storm surges and 
tsunamis. It requires all Member States to assess if rivers and coasts are at risk and to take adequate and coordinated 
measures to reduce this risk. EWSs are specifically mentioned in the FD as an essential part of an effective preparedness 
towards natural disasters, resulting in an increased effort to improve their existing EWS or to develop new ones.  

A broader international political approach to promote EWSs is the Hyogo Framework for Action (United Nations, 2005). The 
framework was adopted at the UN World Conference on Disaster Reduction and emphasizes the need for building the 
resilience of society to disasters. It provides guidance on how to reduce hazard risk and its impact. Similarly to the FD, 
EWSs are also endorsed as an essential investment that protects lives and property, thus contributing to a sustainable 
development, emphasises its cost-effectiveness towards the mere reliance on post-disaster response and recovery. 

3.4 Analogy to weather forecast systems 

The progression of weather forecasting and climate modelling over the past 50 years has been dramatic, as shown in Figure 
3. 
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Figure 3. Forecast percentage skill of an essentially perfect forecast for 36 hour (1955–2004) and 72 hour (1977–2004) 500 hPa forecasts 
produced at National Meteorological Center. (Lynch, P., 2008). 

The basic ideas of numerical forecasting and climate modelling were developed about a century ago, long before the first 
electronic computer was constructed. Just a century ago, weather forecasting was a disorganized process, most imprecise 
and unreliable. Observations were sparse and irregular. The principles of theoretical physics played little or no role in 
practical forecasting: the forecaster used crude techniques of extrapolation, knowledge of local climatology and guesswork 
based on intuition; forecasting was more an art than a science. (Lynch, P., 2008). 

In the same way as weather forecast, flood prediction demands a quick and accurate computation system, as a tremendous 
amount of arithmetic is involved to obtain a numerical solution. When this obstacle was removed, weather prediction became 
a practical possibility. Also, the extent and quality of the data available to define the initial state of the atmosphere is clearly 
important in any weather prediction method. (Phillips, N. A., 1960; Shuman, F. G., 1978). Advances in sensors and 
monitoring have enabled a better study of our physical world; both hydrological and weather models take advantage of it. 

It is very possible that flood prediction will follow a similar route, as almost all main drawbacks to its implementation have 
been unlocked. As soon as hydrologists start assimilating real data and predictions to their models, real-time flood systems 
will thrive and become more and more perfect. 

4. REAL-TIME MONITORING CATCHMENT SYSTEMS 

4.1 Classification 

Real-Time catchment systems can be sorted on different groups, depending on the functions performed and the level of 
management and prediction achieved. 

4.1.1 Operational Systems 

These are able to monitor all sorts of catchment data, as hydraulic, meteorological, tidal… They can also remotely 
manoeuvre valves, pumping stations, etc. A typical example would be any utility control centre.  

Even though operational systems do not yet fall in the real-time system category, they constitute the first step on decision 
support systems, providing an extensive and simultaneous picture of catchment conditions and executing some simple 
actions that will assist on the first stages of decision support, on which the operators will extrapolate data to work manually 
(mainly on intuition and accumulated knowledge, as earlier meteorologists did). 

4.1.2 Management Systems 

This second group would include all previous tasks, with the addition of a hydrologic or hydraulic model that would define 
catchment behaviour. Field data could be introduced into the model and output results obtained.  

It should be able to give the operator an accurate representation of the main variables of the catchment, providing 
comparisons between real, model and different scenarios results. If the model is fast enough to give those results before 
the physical event comes (flooding, tide…), it can then be classified as real-time. 

Most river catchment authorities have a control centre that includes a full decision support system as described above, but 
not complete real-time, as it will be defined in the next category. 
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4.1.3 Forecasting Systems 

A complete real-time forecasting scheme should add to the above stated the following: automatic model connection to past 
and forecast (weather, tidal…) data and ability to perform continuous simulations, providing prediction on system states. 
These would trigger alarms to launch automatic internal and external warnings (via email, sms, web pages…). 

4.1.4 Full Early Warning Systems 

In order to achieve all four elements of a systematic people-centred early warning system, as defined by Basher, R., (2006), 
are met: (i) risk knowledge, (ii) monitoring and warning service, (iii) dissemination and communication and (iv) response 
capability, the last two must be included. A full EWS comprises automatic transmission of every model alarm.  

Automatic response capability is still on initial stages; as an extensive compilation of real and observed results, and of course 
case scenario simulations are be needed to feed the system and acquire the ability to learn without being explicitly 
programmed (Samuel, A., 1959). Genetic algorithms along with machine learning are required. Evolved from the study of 
pattern recognition and computational learning theory in artificial intelligence since the last decades of the 20th century, 
machine learning explores the study and construction of algorithms that learn from and make predictions on data (Kohavi; 
R., 1998; Goldberg, D. E., & Holland, J. H., 1988). 

4.2 Current trends. Society requirements 

Within our progressive maturing community, effective real-time flood warnings are starting to be considered a basic need in 
both developed and developing countries. Administrations are expected to have access to relevant information in advance, 
being therefore able to make the right decisions and alert affected population areas early enough.  

Technology has supported the multiplication of measurement points, enabling data acquisition and management by non-
specialized users. Also quantitative hydraulic computer models provide a science-based framework to evaluate the efficacy 
and efficiency of existing and future monitoring networks.  

Regarding warning transmission, many studies have been performed in the last decade (Alfieri, L. et al., 2012; Cumiskey, 
L., et al., 2015) in order to provide recommendations for improving the social performance of mobile services alerts in flood 
risk prone communities. A warning cannot be considered effective until it is received, understood and responded to by those 
at risk. This is defined as the social performance of warning communication techniques. Studies have demonstrated that 
mobile services are the preferred means of warning communication, with special inclination towards short messaging service 
and interactive voice response because of easier accessibility and understanding of the message. Simple, symbol based 
text services were also found to be satisfactory. Further recommendations include mixing mobile services, utilizing local 
social networks, decentralizing the dissemination process and raising awareness. 

Petersen, H. et al. (2014) have studied the role of the Internet of Things (IoT) as a potentially lifesaving in the event of natural 
or other causes disaster. This colossal network of devices, estimated to reach 30 billion by 2020, most of them battery-
driven, has the potential to talk directly to each other on their own, through standards like Bluetooth. Researchers argue that 
these devices could create a network with enough bandwidth to allow critical text-based communications in the absence of 
the Internet and even power. Even a minor, text-based emergency service would help improving coordination, speed and 
efficiency of a disaster response, and the availability of such a service may save lives as a direct consequence. Prioritization 
of data traffic and acceptance of the IoT to serve this duty in case of emergency have still to be discussed. 

More recently, Uslaender, T. (2015) has claimed for an open, standardized approach and sensor-based global information 
management based upon the emerging IoT, which, according to Gartner’s hype cycle (Rivera, J., & Van der Meulen, R., 
2014) has just reached the top of public awareness and expectations. The interconnection of measurement devices of all 
sorts to the Internet: from sensors on smart phones up to hyper-spectral cameras mounted on satellites, offers an enormous 
potential for the improvement in recognizing and assessing risks, aimed to the targeted launch of preventive measures that 
will improve quality, precision and personalization of early warnings. The same is true for decision support in disaster 
management. However, to exploit this potential, there is an urgent need to improve interoperability. The challenges that, 
according to him, need to be addressed are: (i) physical connectivity and hardware limitations, (ii) logical network 
connectivity, (iii) prioritization of data traffic, (iv) social acceptance and (v) network security aspects. 

Some countries have also published leaflets on the topic of IoT applications on disaster management, like Germany (2015) 
and India (2016), seeking preparedness and resilience towards catastrophes. 

4.3 Calibration, data assimilation, machine learning 

Hydrologic models use relatively simple mathematical equations to conceptualize and aggregate the complex, spatially 
distributed, and highly interrelated water, energy, and vegetation processes in a watershed. A consequence of routing 
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aggregation is that model parameters do not represent directly measurable entities, and must therefore be estimated using 
magnitudes of the system inputs and outputs. During model calibration, all parameters are tuned so that model feedback 
adjusts, as closely and steadily as possible to the observed response of the hydrologic system over some historical period 
of time. Considering all possible errors in the model structure and the data exchanged, this has proven to be difficult, leading 
to significant uncertainty in the model predictions (Vrugt, J. A., et al., 2005). 

Calibration of the hydraulic model should be considered since the very beginning of its design, as engineers will face choices 
about what kind of network can most efficiently support the supervision decisions needed. Data network is also constrained 
by factors such as budget and access. In fact, these could become such a central focus of the management effort that their 
importance for modelling would become primary. The final result is a model that is simply calibrated to available data and 
then applied to a prediction of interest, regardless of how well suited the model is for that forecast (Fienen, M.N. et al., 2010).  

Many authors have worked on automatic calibration of distributed catchment models (Yapo, P. O., Gupta, H. V., & 
Sorooshian, S., 1996; Gan, T. Y., & Biftu, G. F., 1996; Eckhardt, K., & Arnold, J. G., 2001; Madsen, H., 2000, 2003, 2006). 
However, the actual trend points towards data assimilation, where there is much work still to be accomplished.  

Meteorology has been, indeed, one of the first sciences that had been benefited from data assimilation (Ghil, M., & 
Malanotte-Rizzoli, P., 1991). Also, McLaughlin, D. (1995) analysed the similitudes between atmospheric and hydrologic 
fields. More recent investigations have contributed on adequately addressing the uncertainty associated with hydrological 
predictions. Beven, K., & Freer, J., (2001) applied the generalized likelihood uncertainty estimation (GLUE) methodology to 
model identification. Moradkhani, H. et al. (2005) revised uncertainty within hydrologic model states and parameters, 
concluding that sequential Bayesian estimation methods seemed better able to benefit from its temporal organization and 
structure of information, therefore achieving superior compliance of the model output with observations. Vrugt, J. A., et al. 
(2005) aimed to improve uncertainty management within hydrologic modelling by testing global optimization and data 
assimilation sequential simultaneously methods. Liu, Y., & Gupta, H. V. (2007) remarked the importance to properly address 
hydrologic uncertainty, and the usual absence of well-accepted guidelines about how to actually implement data assimilation 
methods and techniques in various hydrologic settings in an integrated manner. On the same year, Vrugt, J. A., & Robinson, 
B. A. (2007) compared the effectiveness of two ensemble methods: sequential data assimilation and Bayesian model 
averaging. Also Moradkhani, H., & Sorooshian, S. (2009) carried out a general review of rainfall-runoff modelling that 
included model calibration, data assimilation, and uncertainty analysis. 

Machine learning has been tested on the detection of flooded areas from optical satellite images (Peter, L., et al., 2013). 
More recently, Goswami, S., et al. (2016) have reviewed IoT data mining and machine learning applied to (i) prediction, (ii) 
detection, and (iii) development of appropriate disaster management strategy based on collected data from catastrophes. 
There is even an emergent project on twitter disaster management via machine learning (Munjal, G, & Khwaja, F., 2016). 

5. AVAILABLE SOLUTIONS 

5.1 Ready-for-use software 

There are just a few programs ready for use and create early-warning and real-time systems. It should be pointed out that 
none of these products have yet integrated automatic calibration or machine learning to their processes; as they are very 
young techniques still. Even though commercial solutions would imply in almost all cases a considerable expense, they 
provide a remarkable set of tools that help very much building any system. The following comparison table has been included 
to easily review all options available. 

Designation Delft-FEWS ICMLive MIKE OPERATIONS PCSWMM 
     

Company Deltares Innovyze DHI CHIWater 
Freeware Yes No No No 

Maintenance & 
Support available Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Operating Systems Windows, Linux & Mac 32 & 64-bit Windows 32 & 64-bit Windows 32 & 64-bit Windows 

Catchment Model 
Engine 

Many possible (80); 
connection settings 

needed 
InfoWorks ICM MIKE FLOOD PCSWMM 

1D Subterranean 
Model Depends on the model Included Included Included 

1D-2D Superficial 
Model Depends on the model Both, 100% Connected                                

(in all reaches and nodes) 

Both, Connected 
(results display 
unconnected) 

Both, Connected 
(only at nodes) 

2D Mesh Depends on the model Triangular, square, flexible, 
unstructured mesh Unstructured mesh 

Triangular, square, 
flexible, unstructured 

mesh 
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Designation Delft-FEWS ICMLive MIKE OPERATIONS PCSWMM 
Ground Water 

Model Depends on the model Included Included Included 

Reliable: Hydraulic 
Precision 

Depends on the model: 
some available are ISIS, 

Modflow96/ VKD, 
Mike11, NAM, TOPKAPI, 

SWMM, HEC-RAS, 
HEC-HMS, BASEFLOW, 

SOBEK, SOBEK-2d, 
DELFT-3D, Sacramento, 
RIBASIM, REW, TETIS, 

Telemac, JFlow, 
WALRUS. 

2D: Shallow water equations: 
depth-average version of 

Navier-Stokes equations. First-
order finite volume explicit 

scheme. 
1D: Saint-Venant conservation 

equations of mass and 
momentum & Preissmann slot. 

Conveyance based on 
Colebrook-White or Manning 

expressions. 

2D: Overland flow 
using a simplified, 
semi distributed 
method or a 2D 
diffusive wave 

method. 
1D: Fully dynamic 

solution to the 1D St. 
Venant equations. 

2D: Dynamic Wave 
routing solution. 

1D: Not specified 

Special 
Calculations 

Depends on the 
Hydraulic/Hydrological 

model used 

CO2 and energy optimisation, 
Real Time Control, Water 

Quality, Sediment Transport, 
Temperature... 

Water Quality, 
Sediment Transport, 

Temperature. 
Water Quality. 

Easy to use No Yes: Intuitive User Interface, 
many wizards Yes 

Yes: Intuitive User 
Interface, many 

wizards 
Ease to set No Yes Yes Yes 

Works alone 
No: Needs a Hydraulic 

Catchment Model 
underneath 

No: Needs InfoWorks ICM 
model underneath 

No: Needs all the 
MIKE suite products 

connected 
Yes 

Part of a Suite No Yes Yes No 

Speed Multi-core processors 
computing enabled 

CUDA parallel and multi-core 
processors computing enabled, 

multi simulation possible 

CUDA parallel 
computing enabled 

multi-core 
processors 

computing enabled 

Connectivity 
Depends on the 

Hydraulic/Hydrological 
model used 

Almost complete: many formats 
and importing tools available 

Some formats and 
importing tools 

available 

Almost complete: 
many formats and 

importing tools 
available 

Input Data 
Can import over 100 

different data formats or 
via a custom data import 

(java). 

Spatial DDBB (Grib 1&2, 
NetCDF, NEXRAD, NIMROD, 
X-MP, Furuno, ASCII Grid), 

TXT, DWG, CSV, GeoDB, MIF, 
SHP, SWMM5, Tab files, HEC-
RAS, TSD, ACCESS, ORACLE, 

SQL Server, 

Many formats, not 
specified 

Many formats, not 
specified 

Output data Via customised services 

AutoCAD DWG, CSV, GeoDB, 
MIF, SHP, SWMM5, TAB, HEC-
RAS, TSD, ACCESS, ORACLE, 

SQL Server. 

Many formats, not 
specified 

Many formats, not 
specified 

Results Via commands and 
folders to store outputs 

Full access to model results: full 
replay, graphs, tables, DDBB 

export 

Not specified: graphs, 
tables, replay, 1D and 

2D model 
unconnected 

Not specified: 
graphs, tables, 

replay 

Real-time Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Early-warning Yes 

Yes: both inside and outside the 
platform (emails, reports, alerts, 

results and map automatic 
exports) 

Yes: both inside and 
outside the platform 

(emails, reports, 
alerts, results) 

Yes: both inside and 
outside the platform 

(emails, reports, 
alerts, results) 

Automatic 
Calibration No No No No 

Data Assimilation Yes: customised scripts Yes: TSDB interface Yes: SCADAConnect Yes: not specified 
Machine learning No No No No 

Classification O-M-F O-M-F O-M-F O-M-F 

Web http://oss.deltares.nl/web
/delft-fews/home 

http://www.innovyze.com/produc
ts/icmlive/ 

https://www.mikepowe
redbydhi.com/products

/mike-operations 

https://www.pcswm
m.com/application/7

2319/flood-
forecasting 

5.2 Customized systems 

Some institutions have preferred to tailor their own real-time systems. Specific examples are control and operation centres 
for water sewer systems managed by municipalities, utility companies, etc. 

Catchment Authorities are another typical case of personalized structures. Inside the Spanish territory there are 9 main 
rivers with control centres surveying the condition of their catchment. Those are: Jucar, Segura (out of service), Ebro, 
Guadalquivir, Tajo, Guadiana, Duero, South & North areas. 
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It should be noted that customized solutions could result in more expensive and time consuming processes than direct 
application of any available software package. Trey can appear initially more flexible, cheap and convenient, but have the 
drawback that their operation is not tested and system maintenance is very complicated on the long term. Endurance is 
guaranteed only when the developing team grows personally and exclusively concerned to the project. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Flood risk is still a real issue that concerns the vast majority of the world population. Economic and personal loses could be 
very much saved if effective early-warning systems were already established. When we become capable to escape cyclical 
hazard consequences, we would boost people life quality and aspirations. Governmental institutions should be aimed 
towards this goal, and legislation synchronized with state-of-the-art modelling and real-time planning. 

Evidence has been displayed about the similitude between meteorological and flood catchment models, so great progression 
on the second is expected. Calibration, data assimilation and machine learning are rising and promising disciplines that will 
surely help in the following years to produce increasingly accurate models without excessive effort. Undoubtedly IoT will 
take part on deploying more effective sensor monitoring and communication networks. Thanks to actual developments, 
future is within reach. 
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